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THE CAPTAIN’S CHOICE TOUR invites you to join its 12th Qantas charter tour and
explore The Wonders of Asia and Africa – a 17 day tour aboard your private

Qantas 747 encompassing seven remote and exotic destinations: bustling Bombay
(Mumbai); the magnificent Taj Mahal; Amman and the Dead Sea plus amazing Petra
in Jordan; ornate Marrakech in Morocco; historic Tripoli and Leptis Magna in Libya;
the majestic African game viewing of Masai Mara National Park in Kenya and the
Indian Ocean paradise of Mauritius.

Our Qantas 747 assures you of the very best in airline travel, onboard service and security and helps to minimise airport transfers
and immigration procedures. Our aircraft offers superior comfort and space. Economy Class is only filled to half of its capacity and
all passengers will have an empty seat beside them. Business Class is also available. Naturally, with The Captain’s Choice Tour, you
will be accompanied by an experienced Tour Escort Team and a doctor. We invite you to join us for this outstanding travel experience.
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PLEASE SEND ME THE BROCHURE CONTAINING THE FULL ITINERARY FOR THE CAPTAIN’S
CHOICE TOUR ‘THE WONDERS OF ASIA AND AFRICA’ BY PRIVATE QANTAS JET.

NAME _________________________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS _______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________POSTCODE____________

MAIL TO: THE CAPTAIN’S CHOICE TOUR, 34 MAIN STREET, CROYDON, VIC 3136 AUSTRALIA
QC/AGETVL/6AUG05
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THE WONDERS OF ASIA AND AFRICA
ABOARD YOUR PRIVATE QANTAS 747

- All inclusive - All flights, travel 
& accommodation - Fully escorted 

- Special luggage handling plus Customs
& Immigration arrangements 

- All tipping, insurance & taxes included 
- All meals, including regional

entertainment - Extensive sightseeing
tours - Doctor accompanying 

tour throughout

THE LEADER IN LUXURY TRAVEL TO
REMOTE AND EXOTIC DESTINATIONS

11 - 27 NOVEMBER 2005 (17 DAYS) ALL INCLUSIVE

FROM $19,990 TWIN SHARE, PER PERSON, FROM SYDNEY.
ASK  ABOUT  OUR  VALUE  MELBOURNE-SYDNEY  A IRFARES .

FOR MORE INFORMATION, TOUR BROCHURE OR BOOKINGS

FREECALL 1800 650 738 www.captainschoice.com.au

T
HE high meseta
(plateau) of central
Spain’s Castilla La
Mancha region has
many moods. At
midday in summer, a
strangely compelling

sense of desolation takes hold,
the seared landscape possessing
all the charm of an overexposed
photograph. By night, the tiny
pin-pricks of light from isolated
villages mark this out as a land
that gathers together in small
communities to shelter from the
emptiness that envelopes the
plateau like a shroud. But in the
late afternoon or early morning,
there is magic as fields turn
golden and rolling, wooded
hillsides take on definition with

gentle interplays of light and
shadow.

This is an imagined landscape
that calls the traveller to
meditation, surrounds those who
pass with its solitude and
provides a blank canvas upon
which to conjure up our
fantasies.

It has always been thus. In the
Middle Ages, travellers and
tradesmen, adventurers and
soldiers of fortune, struggled
across the barren plains, pausing
only for provisions while
journeying between the
splendours of Andalusia to the
south and the royal courts and
imperial cities of the north. To all
who passed, this La Mancha was
an empty and mysterious land,
its unending horizon a source of
fear and a barrier to travel.

Later, emptiness was
transformed into desirable

solitude, at least for those who
did not have to eke out a living
throughout the harshest of
winters and the fiercest of
summers. In this La Mancha, the
subtle richness of colours and the
patient foreboding of the
landscape would act as a muse
for painters as diverse as Goya,
Picasso and Salvador Dali.

But no one has imagined La
Mancha quite like Miguel de
Cervantes, author of Don Quixote.
Considered by many to have
been the world’s first modern
novel, the legend of Don Quixote
was dreamt into existence 400
years ago, when this masterwork
was first published, in 1605.
Although Cervantes died in
poverty and never enjoyed in his
lifetime the critical recognition
that he craved, posthumous
acclaim has been universal.
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Windmills of Consuegra, Castilla La
Mancha. PICTURE: ANTHONY HAM
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BEAUTIFUL BRISBANE
“How marvellous was this hot, trusty

sun in a blue sky, the mauve, red, yellow,
pink and white trees with their musical

names.” SPIRIT OF PLACE — ANNA KING MURDOCH PAGE 7

Cervantes
country
It is 400 years since Don Quixote tilted at
windmills — but the ancient hero of Spanish
literature is still riding high. Anthony Ham reports.


